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that none of her tweets were
offensive or damaging to
individual persons, but 'simple
expression[s] of political opinion,
made in [my] own time away from
work.' She also sought an
interlocutory injunction to prevent
her apprehended dismissal, until
the review process was complete.

Ms Banerji failed in her legal
action. Judge Neville of the Federal
Circuit Court held that:
! the 'unbridled right' to

freedom of political
communication, championed by
Ms Banerji, did not exist (in
Australia); and
! that even if such an unfettered

right did exist, it would not
provide a licence to breach of
contract of employment.

His Honour found that her
political comments, tweeted while
she was a DIAC employee, were
subject to her employment policies
and guidelines and not
constitutionally protected.
Importantly, Australia does not
have First Amendment
constitutionally protected free
speech of the level that exists in the
United States of America.

His Honour also found that an
injunction was not an appropriate
remedy because reinstatement or
damages would be satisfactory
compensation, and the application
was premature given that the
review process had not concluded.

Following the Federal Circuit
Court's judgment, Ms Banerji
appealed to the Federal Court. On
23 September 2013, Justice Jagot
rejected her application for a stay
until her appeal and DIAC's cross-
appeal were heard in Court. Ms
Banerji was dismissed by DIAC in
late September. The appeal returns
to Court for a directions hearing
on 30 October 2013, and it is

reported that Ms Banerji has
vowed to fight the reasons behind
her dismissal.

A potentially contentious issue in
the case stems from Ms Banerji's
use of an anonymous avatar. This
is something which Twitter allows,
but which other platforms, such as
Facebook, do not. While Twitter
does not require real names, it
prohibits impersonation in a way
intended to mislead, confuse or
deceive, but allows parody,
commentary or fan accounts, as
long as they comply with Twitter's
Parody Policy.

The case sets a clear precedent
that if one's employment contract
(or related policies) prohibit
criticism, then anonymity is no
shield. Many companies' social
media policies also include broad
clauses which inform employees
that their personal use of social
media can still identify them as an
employee, for example, based on
previous communications or other
material readily available online.

The lesson from this decision is
likely to be that: For those who
wish to be anonymous and seek to
proffer controversial opinions
contrary to terms of employment,
then in Australia (at least), this is
done at one's own risk. Legal risk
in such circumstances can only be
avoided if anonymity is
maintained. However, if one's
identity is revealed (whether
inadvertently or otherwise), the
current law is that no defence will
be afforded by any attempt to
separate one's private
(anonymous) identity from one's
public identity as an employee.
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SOCIAL MEDIA

Michaela Banerji, a Public Affairs
Officer at the Department of
Immigration and Citizenship
(DIAC), has a Twitter account
under the pseudonym @LaLegale
(anonymous Twitter accounts are
often called 'avatars'). @LaLegale
tweeted regular commentary about
government officials, other
employees of DIAC and issues
including the Australian
Government's immigration
policies and the policies and
practices of one of the security
services providers at
Commonwealth immigration
detention centres. Some content
was positive, some mocking, and
some critical. @LaLegale would
sometimes tweet in direct response
to official tweets of DIAC and from
DIAC's head of communications,
Sandi Logan. Reports suggest that
circumstantial evidence, including
the link with Mr Logan, led DIAC
to be satisfied that the account was
Ms Banerji's; she did not deny that
@LaLegale was her account.

Ms Banerji's employer then
investigated and sought to
terminate her employment, relying
on breaches of the Australian
Public Service (APS) Code of
Conduct, and DIAC's social media
guidelines. DIAC found that Ms
Banerji's Twitter comments,
amongst other things,
demonstrated a failure to behave
with honesty and integrity, and in
a way that upheld APS values and
the integrity and good reputation
of the APS.

Ms Banerji sought to restrain this
termination on the basis that any
finding by DIAC that she had
breached the APS Code of
Conduct contravened, and
attempted to curtail, the implied
constitutional freedom of political
communication. She contended
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Banerji v. Bowles
Federal Circuit Court of Australia, 9 August 2013 [FCCA 1052]
In a case which carries a warning for Australian government employees, the federal
circuit court confirmed that a public servant may be dismissed for criticising
government policies on Twitter, even though her profile was anonymous.


